
We Champion the Efforts of Executives and Entrepreneurs to Create 
Successful, Profitable and Highly Engaged Businesses. 
Choose Life & Leadership Academy to Accelerate Your Growth
and Impact when Engaging & Expanding are the Names of the Game.
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Business & Life Mission

METHODOLOGY FOUNDATION OBJECTIVE
The scientifically based Personality 

& Needs Profile™ assesses an 
individual’s innate talents, strengths 

& weaknesses. People gain vital 
clarity on their unique behavior and 

performance style so they better 
formulate a personal development 
strategy and focus on their path to 

have success as well as health.

LEADING EDGE PERFORMANCE & LIFE PURPOSE TRAINING
Our mission is to provide the most scientifically advanced, time effective
and transformational training tools to support Executives, Managers, 
Entrepreneurs and Small Business Owners, as well as Coaches in the 
Personal Development arena, so they fully align with their life purpose, 
expand their innate potential and enhance the life experience of 
everyone as their contribution to the greater good.

All the tools created by Diana 
Dentinger are based on 21st 

Century Neuroscience and how 
predictable innate programming 
and talents can be decoded. The 
Personality & Needs Profile™ is 

this leading edge assessment giving 
people profound and accurate 

information about their potential.

Our goal is to better our clients 
lives with a holistic approach to 

Personal Development that takes 
into account their physical health, 
emotional and mental wellbeing, 
overall life balance and spiritual 

evolution. Our clients consider our 
tools the most advanced in the 

industry to impact positive change.



Diana Dentinger
Creator of the Personality & Needs Profile™  
International Speaker - Best Selling Author
Diana Dentinger is an innovative Change Maker and influential Thought Leader. She is a pioneer 
who has explored and found solutions to human productivity issues such as low job performance, 
lack of motivation, communication breakdowns, burnout and absenteeism. 

As a trendsetter, she differentiates herself from traditional Corporate Trainers and Coaches by her 
preparation and approach to bring lightness, play and metaphor creation into Strategic Success Planning.  
Her own proprietary methods include the PERSONALITY & NEEDS PROFILE™, fruit of 20 years of rigorous 
research, study with top European behavior experts and completion of her education as a neurobiology 
therapist to unblock the emotional causes of psychosomatic illnesses thus restoring physical health. 

She is an expert in Symbology and Etymology as related to helping clients understand how to decode and 
decipher their life circumstances so they step into their fuller potential and enjoy increased happiness, 
health and success. This is done through the Key Word Coding of the 22 Unique Individual Needs.

She is a Number One Best Selling Author in Collaboration books such as “Pure Genius”, “Here’s How I Did It 
Vol 2”, “Journey to Success Vol 2” and “Do More Be More”. Her own book “Modus Vivendi - Your Life Your 
Way” is a Number One Best Selling in the Self Help Transformation Category. Her mission is to teach people 
to live their life their way and love every step of the way!

Diana’s goal is to shine new light on her client’s personal and professional lives so they open to 
opportunities for growth, expansion and optimization of their innate talents. Her communication style 
is caring yet direct. Unpredictable, she is able to ask anything and speak about everything her clients need. 

Diana Dentinger has been seen on over 200 major media channels such as ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox News, The 
Boston Globe and Miami Herald for her inspirational work in the “Women of Meaning” project for 
Executives & Entrepreneurs to “Find Meaning to Find Yourself”. She inspires people on stages worldwide.



Game Changing Profile
LONG LASTING TRANSFORMATION TO PLAY ALL OUT AND WIN
Behavioral research shows that the most effective people are the ones that understand themselves. 

Unfortunately the process of understanding is mostly trial and error. It takes years to mature into adulthood 
and have the necessary confirmation, clarity & self confidence for people to live who they really are and 
most never reach a state of completeness, even with aging. It is vital to have a tool, like the PERSONALITY & 
NEEDS PROFILE™ to dramatically sharpen self awareness to play all out in life at every age and at any stage.

In Business, the game and goals can often vary depending on age. Professionals in their twenties and 
thirties usually feel an urgent drive to establish themselves and make their mark in the world. They actively 
strive for success but too often burn out in the process. 

Instead, Professionals in their mid forties to fifties start to reevaluate their goals, reconsidering what really 
matters to them. They search for purpose and are less willing to compromise, wanting to live a life with no 
regrets. Often they are tired of the daily work grind ready to venture out on their own in an Entrepreneurial 
adventure, but later find that their professional experience did not prepare them for this shift. 

The 12 Facets of Personality

Balance Need
Relationship Need
Work Need
Home Need
Social Need
Reconnect Need

This is one of the reasons why many new, middle 
aged Entrepreneurs fail and how even bigger 
fears, overwhelm and dissatisfaction set in. 

The key for Professionals of any age is to have 
profound self knowing, accurate awareness and 
correct consciousness of their potential. 

What people of all ages need is a confirmation 
that what they think and feel is “right for them”. 
Since every person is unique, they must know 
how to “play” who they really are! 

Core Personality
Personal Project
Personal Plus
Reaction to Stress
Emotional Need
Intellectual Need

The Foundation tool at the Life & Leadership Academy is the PERSONALITY & NEEDS PROFILE™ which allows 
each person to instantly recognize their innate talents in each of the 12 Facets of a Complete Personality.

In each Facet a person has a Unique Need Talent. After filling out an online Questionnaire and Quiz, their 
personalized 75 page PDF Manual is elaborated, containing explanations and video tutorials about each 
of their Need Talents in each of the 12 facets of Personality. Finally they understand how to use these 
unique drivers to realize their inner desires and reach newer heights of productivity.



KEY STEPS
Visionary Executives
Visionary Executives have the elite credentials, dominant skill set and respected name because of their 
uncompromising results. They strive for excellence. Being influential is important to them. When they claim 
their unique style of Leadership, one that accentuates their innate talents and values, others are more likely 
to trust, believe in and follow them as their Leader. To do this they need to amplify their presence and 
create coherency. It becomes an energetic game and sensation that people perceive.

Visionary Executives become the voice of authority and embody the most appropriate behaviors to reach 
what they “see” for their Company. They avoid reacting in ways that limit themselves or others, as well as 
minimize any personality conflicts. Getting Executive Coaching is viewed as a strategic initiative to improve 
their performance, to emphasize their unique and still unexplored potential and even to dive deeper into 
what gets in the way of them understanding the people they lead.  

TOP LEVEL EXECUTIVE COACHING TO INCREASE YOUR INFLUENCE & IMPACT
CONTACT DIANA DENTINGER FOR EXECUTIVE COACHING & A PERSONALIZED STRATEGIC PROGRAM

The motivations for getting Executive Coaching may vary, but often they revolve around developing vital 
Personal skills such as achieving balance, handling stress, managing people, overcoming conflict, 
understanding corporate politics or even transitioning careers, not to mention overall life fulfillment. More 
and more people have this at the top of their priority list and also want personal challenges to improve too.

Since there are a broad range of business issues to approach, Executive Coaching helps people flourish in 
the Corporate environment. Having their own PERSONALITY & NEEDS PROFILE™ is the first essential step to 
“know themselves” better and also to become a role model for personal development and professional 
growth. This tool is the Foundation for creating a more solid vision, enhancing planning skills, inspiring 
groups and motivating teams while catalyzing the changes necessary to steer the Company forward.

Life & Leadership Academy offers Leading Edge Tools, based on innate programming, for fast track 
Leadership Development. There is no one style of Leadership but as many styles as there are people.



Follow Through PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL STRATEGIC PLANNING 

Just as in tennis or golf, planning your Follow Through 
sets up the trajectory that increases the probability of 
precision and velocity. The same is with Coaching.

Since Companies want their goals “fast and accurate” 
then Leaders need to maximize momentum and 
inertia. It’s physics. In any sport that involves striking 
an object, aim is “beyond” the ball and point of impact. 
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With Follow Through Leaders are taken to see beyond 
the horizon, projecting themselves into a vision of the 
future as if it were already manifest. This gives them 
a profound sense of being in control of their results, 
their life and their success.

Adding Follow Through helps them see the path and 
focus energy in that direction. All great Leaders want 
to leave a legacy for the future, signs that their 
existence contributed to the greater good of others. 
To do so they must have a game plan and take 
deliberate action steps.

After completing the Executive Coaching or Team 
Programs, enroll for Strategic Planning to refine and 
reach Personal and Professional Objectives. 

Follow Through lasts for a minimum of 3 months. 
See the 7 Steps in the Strategic Planning & 
Implementation Process on the left.

1. GAIN CLARITY on innate talents, values and 
purpose through Leadership Coaching with the 
PERSONALITY & NEEDS PROFILE™.

2. CREATE A FULLER IDENTITY by finding the best 
Leadership style for the innate personality style, 
work style, lifestyle and communication style so 
overall performance goes to the next level.

3. MAP THE VISION by charting out who the 
Leader wants to be and what they need in 
relationships, health, career and contribution.

4. ASSESS INNER RESOURCES with a down to earth 
framework of what is readily available to get the 
Leader moving forward faster.

5. POSITION VALUES so when a Leader looks for 
growth opportunities they attract “their kind of 
people & projects” making flow easy.

6. DEFINE PRIORITY TASKS so the Leader knows 
what to personally handle and what to delegate, 
what to add on and what to take away.

7. SET MILESTONES to monetize the Vision and 
leverage systems for long lasting rewards.



Collaborative Teams

LEARNING OBJECTIVES FOR 6 MONTH RESULTS PROGRAM

OPTIMALLY FUNCTIONING TEAMS EXPAND THEIR POTENTIAL
When Organizations turn most of their attention to developing a Vision, creating a Mission, strategizing, 
optimizing processes and developing Leadership, it is often at the expense of attention to Team 
Development. The key to longer lasting success is found precisely in Optimally Functioning Teams. 
Throughout Diana Dentinger’s 25 year experience as a Corporate Trainer she has developed a proprietary 
program and methodology to Build Teams who communicate, create and collaborate outstandingly. 

The advantage of this Team Building Training is that it ensures that Team Members, Board Members and 
Stakeholders are all “on the same page” and can get “the pink elephant out of the room”. Often fear of 
getting “negative” feedback inhibits Management to deal with the real issues of internal conflicts. Solutions 
are subjective, leaving employees feeling disadvantaged. This task is best done by an outside Consultant and 
even better when done with methodologies that gets to the real heart of each person and every situation.

CONTACT DIANA DENTINGER FOR A TEAM BUILDING PROGRAM WITH MASSIVE ROI FOR YOUR COMPANY.

The benefits are numerous: improved communication, increased engagement, creative problem solving, 
maximization of both talent similarities and differences, not to mention high ROI. 

Organizations are dealing now with low performance, high stress, turnover, absenteeism, exhaustion and even 
poor time management through distraction. Having top notch Team Building tools helps Companies identify 
top performers, keep them motivated as well as stimulate everyone on board in the same direction of success. 

This program consists of a total of 9 Days over 6 months with an initial 2 Day Team Clarity Training for creating 
the Team Metaphor Vision followed by monthly Training Days. An additional 2 Day Personal Growth Training 
allows the Team Members to find balance in their Personal Lives as well as in their Professional Career. 



Foundation Programs
The Power of Games for Quicker Comprehension, 
Greater Achievement & Faster Success Fulfillment

TEAM BUILDING & GROUP COMMUNICATION SKILLS
The number one reason for conflict is differing values and this 
creates the unseen “pink elephant”. Once each person has their own 
PERSONALITY & NEEDS PROFILE™ they understand what drives their
behaviors and values along with their full Personality. With this 
“Game Board” Team members visually see, while listening to, the 
various descriptions of their Talents. They comprehend the 
diversities and similarities to leverage each for better team results. 

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AND WORK LIFE BALANCE
Shocking statistics reveal that most Corporate Training programs have 
little to no Long Term ROI, despite the billions of dollars invested 
annually worldwide in Human Resources. Some Programs offer the 
popular, yet outdated and ineffective “4 of 16 Types” Personality 
Assessments that are not profound enough to catalyze real change. 
This “Path Game” connects each individual to the core drivers of their 
behavior in their complete Personality to more fully use each talent.

RIGHT PERSON IN THE RIGHT PLACEMENT
There are very many modern day distractions so it’s easy to get taken 
off track. More people are complaining how they are losing “who they 
are” in order to attain success. They follow in someone’s footprints, 
thinking that “path for success” fits who they were. Many are left 
feeling empty, unhappy and unhealthy. The “Where You Belong Game” 
gives people clarity about the best place and role for them, where they 
find it easy to excel, expand and play all out to their strengths.

CHANGE MANAGEMENT AND INNOVATION 
Most people are “animals of habit” and change is difficult, even if it 
necessary or desired. The biggest problem about change is that 
people don’t know what/who to change into. For a Company, the most 
effective Change Process begins with each Individual connecting to 
their unexplored potential and “changing into more of who they are”. 
This positively impacts their confidence, gives them more clarity in 
communicating and creates a more productive work environment.

LEADERSHIP AND PERSONAL EMPOWERMENT
There are as many styles of Leadership as there are people on the 
planet. But not everyone feels called to nor chooses to assume a 
Leadership role in society or in a Company. When a person does, they 
often come up with opposition and easily burn out by pushing the 
strategies they want implemented. We create Leaders holistically, 
including their emotional drivers and spiritual connection, so they have
a coherent energy field that others feel and are drawn in to follow.



KEY STEPS
Train the Trainer Certification
Could part of the problem with a rise in poor performance, an apparent “push more but get less” and a 
soar in stress related disorders be that the training tools companies use are drastically outdated? 

Most large organizations invest in developing employee skills, knowledge and competencies to get the job 
done. But very few help the employee to build and sustain their capacity and their energy!  In fact, the 
higher the capacity to perform guarantees that tasks are done in less time at a higher level of engagement 
and with more long term sustainability.  

The majority of people feel the rising demands in their workplace and their need to put in longer hours. 
When HR Departments finally open their eyes, they will see that this is taking a toll on employees physically, 
mentally and emotionally. It’s time for radical changes... one step at a time.

GET YOUR HR PERSONNEL TRAINED IN LEADING EDGE METHODOLOGIES
CONTACT DIANA DENTINGER FOR THE BEST TRAIN THE TRAINER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM

We are in the 21st Century and it is time for fast and effective tools that sustain your people on all levels. 

It is time to focus on employee wellness. This can be dome when each employee has tools to focus on how 
to effortlessly expand into their fuller potential. When internal HR Personnel are trained in the leading edge 
methodologies created by Diana Dentinger this becomes the best strategy to sustaining business growth. 

Most employees, managers and executives included, feel perpetually exhausted, finding it difficult to engage 
positively with colleagues, direct reports and even with family members in the evenings. This leaves them 
with an underlying feeling of guilt and dissatisfaction. As a consequence, many things fall apart in their lives.

Life & Leadership Academy offers Train the Trainer Programs so HR Professionals know how to use the 
PERSONALITY & NEEDS PROFILE™ internally to increase employee motivation, performance and wellness.
Stop the increasing levels of distraction, the declining levels of engagement and the soaring medical costs 
among employees. Find out how these tools can renew, revitalize and reenergize your Organization today. 



Testimonials
Praise for Diana Dentinger from International 
Coaching Clients and Event Organizers

Take Action to Improve Your Performance Today
Executive Coaching, Team Building, Train the Trainer & Speeches

contact@dianadentinger.com
+36 346 1427 444

Modus Vivendi Book Trailer   https://youtu.be/UBfAUJrnBPg      National Trainers Summit India   https://youtu.be/LmmSqXw_lf0  
Radio Interview   http://www.tom2tall.com/Diana-Dentinger.html

“With Diana, you get the meaning and you get moving!”                                         “You spend 10 Minutes with Diana and you are going to want her for 10 Days!”
 Tania Trevisan, TEN Events Network, Brazil                                                              Linda Pereira, CPL Meetings & Events, Portugal

“Diana, you have blown me away with what you knew! It was so impressive and accurate. You have surprised me so many times with your insights and your 
amazingly accurate perceptions... and also your generosity! You are so talented and intuitive. Everyone will be very impressed with what they learn about 
themselves and their dear ones.”  Lorie Marrero, Best Selling Author of The Clutter Diet, USA

“Everything you said in the Keynote Presentation made so much sense. Now I finally have the clarity to make important changes in my life.” 
 Raj Chate, Accenture, INDIA

"I am astonished at how precise the Personality Profile is about me. And it is so easy to follow along with the online videos too. It helps me observe and 
change certain behaviors in a way that actually makes me feel better! So now I understand why I am doing things and instead of putting myself down for 
stuff, I am aware of it. It helps me not take things to an extreme and blame myself either. The Follow Up Program with Diana is really helpful and very useful.  
And the support she gives with messages and the final call is fantastic to really help me integrate things. Now and then I go back to watch the videos about 
my personality. Everyday I expand my view on each aspect of who I am and I continue growing."  Aina Brence, Fashion Designer, UK

“I am totally blown away by the facts you shared. You are awesome!”                   "Diana is a powerful, focused woman with the power to change the world."
 Prateek A., Exclusive Hotel & Restaurant Manager, UK                                              Ava Diamond, International Speaker, USA

“Diana is one of my favorite and esteemed women.                                                   “A beautiful lady with an inspiring message about an important mission. 
Thank you again for all you have taught me.”                                                               Thanks Diana.”
Judith Fine-Sarchielli, Communications and Marketing Agency, USA                         Leslie Obrecht Shreve, Productivity Coach, USA

“Diana used The Change Your Game Your Way to help our Team reach Results this year. Before knowing this method, we were still having petty 
disagreements and not moving forward. With her annual Corporate Program, we finally became aware of each other's talents, and the traits that 
made us all amazing people. Now we leverage our differences to win in our competitive industry.”  Walter Liotta, CEO, Italy

“The day after our first session, a professional issue magically resolved itself saving me over $30,000.
I know it happened because of the instant clarity and new perspective I gained working with Diana.”  
Costanza T., Art Curator, Italy

"Diana has an amazing ability to connect, inspire and teach people how to truly be their most authentic self and to live an amazingly simple and exciting life.
Diana does all of this with such loving energy filled with grace. My experience working with Diana has been and continues to be impactful and life altering. 
She has this ability to teach each of us about our real and natural selves. The benefit to you is that once you're aligned with your true self, you'll have a 
deeper understanding that'll help you to live and move through your life freely and with a silent, yet bold confidence. Knowing who we truly are and how we 
can live our life to our fullest capacity is the best gift we can ever receive."  Mark Rabbit, Leadership Coach, Marine, USA

“I read 23 personal development books this year and “Modus Vivendi” was, by far, the one that impacted my thinking, actions, and behaviors, more than all 
the others. Diana writes about a story, and puts you in the story, so I was visualizing myself, feeling the emotions, and thinking back to certain moments. This 
disrupted my usual left brain thinking, and changed my emotions and thinking to a degree that very few personal development books have done for me. Do 
yourself a BIG favor and buy and read “Modus Vivendi” from front to back. You will be blessed.” Tom too tall Cunningham, Napoleon Hill Foundation, Canada
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Training, Coaching & Keynote Speeches
LONDON - TURIN - LISBON 

contact@dianadentinger.com
https://www.dianadentinger.com

+39 346 14 27 444   -  +39 329 69 19 878
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